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Principles for Looking at Student 
Work
• Students’ work in schools is serious 
• Students’ work is key data about the life of the 
school 
• Must be connected to serious changes in 
curriculum, instruction and professional 
development
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Purpose?
▪ Reflecting on students’ learning levels
▪ Provide the appropriate feedback and 
next steps that match the needs of the 
learners
▪ Help us develop as better 
professionals
Unit of Study:
Polynomial Functions - Part 1
Quadratics
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1hWu5-
A0M58ZPrzfl2DNcbPxPQTeGmXfOJ-
nKWi7FtPM/edit?usp=sharing
Context Info
Context Info
Context Info
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Context Info
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1dCY
PQ1CiNVpEk9_lcPGLMr5NcIx8H3e-
La-61GX2U7I/edit#responses
● state the vertex
● state the equation
● complete square
● explore the effect of each parameter, a, b, c on 
the graph and location of the vertex of a 
quadratic  
● given the graph of a parabola, state the function
● sketch the graph of a quadratic function
● given 3 points on a parabola, state the function
● given vertex and a point on a parabola, state the 
function
Quadratics and Their Graphs 
Complex Numbers
● perform basic operations
● graph complex numbers
● solve quadratic equations that results 
in complex solutions
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSA.REI.B.4
● Solve quadratic equations in one variable.
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSA.REI.B.4.A
● Use the method of completing the square to transform 
any quadratic equation in x into an equation of the form: 
that has the same solutions. Derive the quadratic formula 
from this form.
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSA.REI.B.4.B
● Solve quadratic equations by inspection (e.g., for              ), 
taking square roots, completing the square, the quadratic 
formula and factoring, as appropriate to the initial form of the 
equation. Recognize when the quadratic formula gives 
complex solutions and write them as a ± bi for
real numbers a and b.
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FOCUS Questions
1. What are my students’ strengths with regard to the 
required knowledge and skills? 
2. What are my students’ learning needs with regard to the 
required knowledge and skills? 
3. Do ALL students have sufficient foundational content 
and process skills to approach new learning? 
4. How can I support student learning through scaffolding 
and differentiation? 
Mathematical Practices 
Make sense of problems and persevere in 
solving them
Look for and make use of structure
Use appropriate tools strategically
Attend to precision
Process in Learning?
● Concrete
● Representational
● Abstract
Teaching Strategies Emphasized
❏ Investigations using 
4C’s in STEM - small 
groups and whole 
class
❏ Visual Imagery  
❏Whole class 
discussions
❏ DESMOS explorations
❏ Hands-on Activity -
Domino Game
❏ Formative assessments 
after skills practice
❏ Kahoot with feedback
How are we going to 
analyze student work?
TUNING Protocol
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Diving into Student 
Work...
Documenting our work
https://docs.google.com/sprea
dsheets/d/1TOyWso-
16PHPNb-
nsAYnxN6K2Cb0ndOpHDjugv
4GaMg/edit#gid=899411457
https://forms.gle/TpcW7fDzEv8oCcqa9
We appreciate your feedback!
Thank you
https://imsa.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_5
6H4XnLU12qYLhX
For Attendance purposes please complete the 
form below:
